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Téma č. 1:  Forms of help directed to women inmates in the context of prepering to live at  

                   large 

                  Formy pomoci odsúdeným ženám  v kontexte prípravy na život na slobode 

Anotácia:  

The aim of this thesis is to determine forms of help which were carried out as a process of social 

adaptation and which are directed to women who serve a sentence of imprisonment.  Further 

more, it is to analyse their family and professional situation  in order to depict proper forms of 

help, which requires individual attitude towards to every single woman, determining a role of 

readaptation proces in the area of maintaing family bonds and remedial possibilities in this 

sphere. 

The aim of the academic part is making familiar with a phenomenon of women’s crime, its 

cause, an impact of a family situation on commiting crimes eg. experiencing violence, poverty, 

and life helplessness, women’s health problems, addictions, in reference to source literature. 

In the research part, the results of my own research will be presented. The research was 

conducted among women inmates and prison staff in selected penitentiaries. 

Forms of help will be determined having regard to individual attitude to every single analysed 

woman, undertaken by prison staff,  social care institutions and non-government organisations. 

Documantary analisys, biography method and diagnostuc survey will be implemented.   

povinný údaj: interný /externý doktorand 

ďalšie poznámky:   prax,  výborná znalosť cudzieho jazyka  

 

 

 

školiteľ :   prof. Dr. phil. doc. Mgr. Martin MURÁNSKY, PhD. 

 

Téma č. 1:     Human rights aspects of peoples with disabilities in the social  

                      work.  Normative and pragmatical challenges today 

Anotácia:  

Social work and the rights of people with disabilities are closely linked by the definition of 

human dignity with regard to the ability to lead autonomous live, further by fulfilling the 

possibilities of positive discrimination and all within the basic issues of social inclusion. The 

doctoral thesis will have to be based on knowledge of normative-legal issues and at the same 

time mapping of the latest trends in the field of social work in the European context. 

Poznámka : interní / externý doktorand 

ďalšie poznámky :   prax,  výborná znalosť cudzieho jazyka 



 

 

Téma č. 2  :    What did Labor mean and will be in the Age of Industry 4.0. 

Anotácia: 

The meaning of the notion „work varies according to the advent of artificial intelligence in 

global competition. Given the disruptive nature of artificial intelligence and its ability to 

penetrate all aspects of life, inside and outside work, it is necessary to define new opportunities 

for social assistance services and  at once is imperative to establish a relevant, comprehensive 

and protective AI governance framework  with goal, to define, what cannot machine do and are 

not able to manage in the social work with the people 

Poznámka : interní / externý doktorand 

ďalšie poznámky :   prax,  výborná znalosť cudzieho jazyka  

 

 
 


